QUALIFYING EXPERIENCE FOR TAKING THE PROMOTIONAL EXAMINATION:

Admission to this departmental promotion examination will be limited to current employees of the Tompkins County Department of Social Services. Applicants must currently hold, and have continuously held, at least three years of permanent and/or contingent permanent competitive class status in the title of Senior Social Welfare Examiner, Managed Care Coordinator or Principal Social Welfare Examiner.

Tompkins County is Committed to Equity and Inclusion. We encourage those with similar values to apply.

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS:

This position involves responsibility for planning, coordinating, supervising and managing the performance and activities of a group of employees, units or sections depending on the organization structure of the agency. An incumbent may be assigned to Temporary Assistance, Medicaid, Employment, Special Services or another division of the Department of Social Services. Duties, are broad in scale, are performed with autonomy, and involve a wide variety of related functions within the Eligibility Divisions. An employee in this class implements and oversees the operation of State mandated and local eligibility and related programs. The incumbent will also have some client contact addressing more difficult and complex factors encountered by less senior employees. The work is performed under the general supervision of the Commissioner of Social Services with wide leeway allowed for the exercise of independent judgment in planning and carrying out the details of the work. Supervision is exercised over subordinate staff. The incumbent will perform all related duties as required.

TYPICAL WORK ACTIVITIES:

- Plans and coordinates eligibility and related programs mandated by the Federal and State governments and locally initiated eligibility related programs assigned to the Eligibility Division. These programs include but are not necessarily limited to: Temporary Assistance, HEAP, Employment, Medicaid, Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, Day Care, and Emergency Services;
- Writes and submits comprehensive eligibility related plans by analyzing program requirements and determining department resources and needs;
- Plans, coordinates, supervises and manages the activities within the Eligibility Division;
- Assists in the formulation of local policies and procedures which relate to financial eligibility for various programs administered by the local social services district;
- Participates in the writing and submission of grants to obtain funding for eligibility related programs;
- Participates in the development of the long and short term plans and goals of the division;
- Interprets Federal, State and local policies and programs as they relate to financial eligibility;
- Participates in the development of managerial informational systems to assist program compliance, monitoring and record keeping;
- Conducts or participates in the delivery of public presentations to disseminate specialized information or to obtain public input;
- Supervises the preparation and collection of statistical data used locally and statewide in analyzing the effectiveness of eligibility related programs;
- Establishes and maintains working relationships with the various agencies and organizations that have a connection to the eligibility division;
- Prepares Fair Hearing Summaries and represents the Agency in the entire Fair Hearing process;
- Maintains cooperative relationships with other units and sections of the agency through administrative channels;
- Establishes necessary controls for determining staff performance and makes necessary performance evaluations;
- Reviews recommendations, made by lower level examiners, and approves or disapproves them;
- Attends conferences, training sessions and meetings on policy and procedure;
• Maintains an extensive expertise with the department's computer systems (i.e., WMS, MMIS, BICS, ABEL, MBLE, FDR, etc.);
• Handles complaints/concerns from clients, landlords, recipient advocates and the general public that cannot be resolved at lower levels;
• Conducts training sessions for staff on policy/regulation changes;
• Conducts training or coordinates training for new staff personnel;
• Conducts interviews with potential employees and makes recommendations for hiring;
• Testifies before the grand jury and at jury trials when necessary.

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS:

• Thorough knowledge of Federal, State and local social service laws and regulations as they affect eligibility for entitlement programs;
• Thorough knowledge of the agency's overall programs, policies and procedures;
• Good knowledge of other laws and program regulations as they affect eligibility, e.g., such as Worker's Compensation, Social Security, and Unemployment Insurance;
• Good knowledge of modern principles of supervision;
• Ability to communicate well, and deal effectively with others;
• Ability to plan, coordinate, manage and supervise the work of others, and to evaluate their performance;
• Ability to interpret and apply complex written material to specific program content;
• Ability to develop and effectively present training materials on specific program content;
• Ability to gather information and prepare reports;
• Ability to operate a computer terminal;
• Ability to perform close, detail work involving considerable visual effort and strain;
• Good judgment;
• The employee's physical and mental condition shall be commensurate with the demands of the position.
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